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Ã¢â‚¬Å“I have lived a life which should surprise no one. War is my constant companion. Drink my

closest friend and loneliness a burden weighing heavily on my back. I am alone. I am

alone...Ã¢â‚¬Â•Lancelot du Lac, Knight of Camelot, King of Albion is now a lonely man staring out

over a cityscape of glass and metal towers. Time is his only enemy; he has too much of it and drifts

through years, decades, centuries...However, Fate and the gods of Albion have not forgotten him.

They have not finished with the warrior and he is once more called to duties that see his life turn on

the spin of a bullet and the blade of a sword. When he finally answers a summons from an old

friend, he discovers his life is born again through the greatest gift Ã¢â‚¬â€œ love.He travels through

a modern, broken Britain with old friends and new to face the beginning of the end. When he finally

feels the soil of Albion once more under his feet, Lancelot knows he will stop at nothing to finish the

chaos the gods have forced upon him. Both his wife and his endless love for one man, will join with

him for the future of Albion and Camelot.This is one war Lancelot wants to fight and he will stop at

nothing for the chance to return to his world. There is nothing in this world or the next that can

prevent him from seeking his own version of revenge. From the darkness comes the light, a ray of

hope glinting off the steel of his blade and the steel in his soul.
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After the ending of the last book, I was so traumatized I was almost reluctant to start this one! I

LOVE LOVE LOVE this series, but... I was wiped out by Lancelot's Curse. Plus a bit irritated at poor

Sarah!But I had to read it. It starts out 600 years in to the future, and what I bizarre future it is! It's

our world but not. A lot darker and more controlled, with this whole government/big brother thing.

We get a darker and depressed Lancelot, and a pick up in a bar with some hot sex to follow. Then

the character who bugs me the most shows up. Seems like maybe she is ok, but no...On goes the

story, I get SOOOO happy when a character I didn't expect to see comes back (trying so hard not to

give anything away here!), lots of good stuff happens, and then.... BAM!!! The bad stuff happens!

And I'm mad at Sarah again! She warned me, and I beleived her, but it looks like it's all going so

well. Sigh. Can't WAIT for the next one!Really I'm not mad, these books are so good, she skirts the

traditional stories, characters come and go as they do in the myths, I recognize bits of the story but

there is lots of unique, creative parts as well. The whole time passing concept was wonderful, the

sex was more prevalent than in a few of the past books, and the writing was great.If you are an

Arthurian purist, or one afraid of m/m stories, this isn't the book or series for you. Although bits of the

books are recognizable as Arthurian myths, a whole lot of it is not, and the language certainly isn't

authentic feeling. I thought I would have a problem with that, but I didn't. I love the strength of the

stories, the language, the passion, the love, the hate, the drama, the angst, etc.I love Lancelot, then

I hate him. I love Arthur, then I hate him. The only one I'm staying true to is my buddy TANCRED!

Leave him alone Sarah, let him be happy, that's all I ask for!

Oh dear gods the hits just keep coming. The last book broke my heart. This one has shattered my

soul. We come to Lancelot 600 years after Camelot is gone, apparently unable to die. He's lived

multiple lives, married and had children that have long since died. He can find no true happiness

without Tancred. He's reverted to old habits. War and sex are all he knows. But fate won't leave him

alone, and neither will the gods.*Spoilers*Carnwennan is somehow thrust into the modern era as

well, apparently on a task to get Lancelot back to Albion. She has no memories of anything after

Lancelot left, and at one point they were lovers but apparently that soured. Now she has a way back



and found a man she claims could be Merlin's descendant, but is actually housing the spirit of Merlin

inside him. And Tancred is sent into the future as well. He has the same problems and less time to

adjust to the world. But the two are reunited and Albion needs Lancelot. There's always a

twist.Lancelot's wife, Morgana, had a child with Arthur, Mordred. True to the original myths, Mordred

is power hungry. But he doesn't want Camelot. He wants Albion. But he's stuck in the modern era

as well. He needs Lancelot in order to return.Want more problems? Lancelot slept with a guy in the

beginning of the book named Fox. Fox ends up on the journey with him. At first, Tancred hates him.

Then, he warms up to him. The attraction is there and I knew full well that this would suck all the fun

out of my life as I read. I was right. The attraction leads to Lancelot more or less being forced to

accept Fox into his relationship. Not into his bed again, but clearly Tancred takes that part.The

return to Albion causes Lancelot and Tancred to team up to revive Arthur. Arthur, having matured,

still has no intentions of laying claims on Lancelot. He wants Lancelot happy. Tancred's insecurities

come to the forefront, despite having married Lancelot in the modern world. And when Lancelot

admits to having slept with Arthur after leaving Tancred, the shifter snaps and lashes out. This is my

ultimate heartbreak in this story. Tancred not only lashes out, he sleeps with Fox and is seen by

Lancelot. Then he tries to kill himself. When that fails, he throws the ring back at Lancelot and tells

him to give it to Arthur, and then adds the real killer of telling him he'll have Morgana seperate their

souls when he is well again.I can't quite wrap my mind around that, and the ending with Rhea and

Raton is great, but I'm quite pissed with Tancred, my favorite for the past several books. I need

book 8 ASAP

In the summary for this Lancelot book which I read before purchasing, the author does not inform

the reader that she creates a vivid and explicit description of a homosexual relationship between

Lancelot and Arthur. She decives the readers by not mentioning this except for a word of "love"

which in medieval times, also meant honor and respect. Unfortunately for me, I purcased her other

books based on this and have not read nor intend to read them.

Starts of very confusing. I had to go back to make sure I had not missed something or maybe

missed a book that led to this on..the love story is boarding on high school romance. The torn apart

back together again is becoming played out and predictable. Her other books are much better

This book took such a spin! I never saw it coming and I doubt neither did anyone else! After finishing

it, I am ready to beg the author for the next books, the suspense is intense! Im not someone to put



spoilers in my reviews, so all I am going to say is, WOW! and Bravo to Sarah Luddington for making

yet another book that you cannot, and will not put down unless its by force!

This series just keeps getting better and better! It has it all - love, heartbreak, humor, suspense,

torment - all wrapped in the super sexy, tough character of Lancelot. I love this spin on King Arthur!

TEAM LANCELOT all the way!

I love this series, and the writing is awesome!

As always I love diving into the series as King Arthur and his knights have always drawn me in. So

heartbreaking and can't help but feel for Lancelot. I eagerly await book 8.
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